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eARBON BLAeKS (Group 3) and
eARBON-BLAeK EXTRAeTS (Group 2B)
A. Evidence for carcinogenicity to humans (inadequate for carbon blacks)
One study ofthe carbon-black producing industry showed a high proportion of cancers
of the skin, particularly melanomas, in equal numbers of carbon.black workers and of a
comparison group consisting of other workers in the same plantl. A study from the UK in
ment showed excesses of cancers of the lung
which workers were followed up beyond retire

and bladder. The excess of lung cancer occurred in each of the five plants studied and was

concentrated among persons with ten or more years of follow-up. The bladder cancer excess
was based on only three deaths but was also concentrated in the group followed up longer2.
Excesses of stomach cancer were reported in workers in other ind ustries whose employment
entailed exposure to dusts that included carbon blacksl,3.

B. Evidence for carcinogenicity to animais (inadequate for carbon blacks; sufficient for
carbon-black extracts)
ln limited studies by oral administration in mice, carbon blacks were reported not to
produce the gastrointestinal tumours seen after administration of solvent (benzene) extracts
of one carbon blackl. No increase in the development of colonie tumours occurred in mice
or rats fed carbon black in the diet4. Skin-painting studies with carbon blacks showed them
to have no tumorigenic activity in mice, while solvent (benzene) extracts induced benign and

malignant skin tumours. Inhalation studies in mice, hamsters, guinea-pigs and monkeys
with carbon blacks did not demonstrate tumorigenic activity; the studies suffered from
many inadequacies, including poor characterization ofthe carbon-black aerosoL. Studies in
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mice showed that materials extracted from carbon blacks were carcinogenic, producing local

tumours after their subcutaneous injection. A carbon black containing demonstrable
quantities of carcinogenic polynuc1ear aromatic compounds also produced local sarcomas

when injected subcutaneously in tricaprylin. Administration of the same carbon black as
pellets in the absence of that solvent produced a low incidence of subcutaneous tumours!.
Carbon black given in the diet did not enhance the incidence of colonie tumours induced in
mice and rats by intraperitoneal injection of 1 ,2-dimethylhydrazine4.

C. Other relevant data
No data were available on the genetic and related effects of carbon blacks in humans.

Extracts of various commercial carbon blacks were mutagenic to Salmonella typhimurium
in the presence and absence of an exogenous metabolic systems.
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eARBON TETRAeHLORIDE (Group 2B)
A. Evidence for carcinogenicity to humans (inadequate)
Three case reports describe the occurrence of liver tumours associated with cirrhosis in
people who had been exposed to carbon tetrachloride!. A mortality study of laundry and
dry-cleaning workers exposed to a variety of solvents suggested excesses of respiratory
cancers (17 observed, 10.0 expected), cervical cancers (10 observed, 4.8 expected), liver
tumours (4 observed, 1.7 expected) and leukaemia (5 observed, 2.2 expected)2.
B. Evidence for carcinogenicity to animaIs (sufficíent)

Carbon tetrachloride produced liver neoplasms in mice and rats after its administration
by various routes!.3 and mammary neoplasms in rats following its subcutaneous injection!.
It also produced liver tumours in trout and hamsters following its oral administration!,
although these studies were not adequate.

C. Other relevant data
No data were available on the genetic and related effects of carbon tetrachloride in
humans.

